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636 The Totality Of God
While completing the final rewrites of this book, I was reminded of just how
energetically imbedded an understanding of the dualistic and triadic nature of the
Universe is in our human psyche. It had almost snuck past me in the guise of political
satire on the late-night weekly television comedy institution called Saturday Night
Live. In the opening skit, Will Ferrell and Darrell Hammond were engaged in a
brilliant caricature of then presidential candidates George W. Bush and Al Gore.
Obviously, neither the actors nor any of the audience could have known that the
upcoming election would be the most hotly contested in America’s history. But, in
retrospect, what struck me most was the thought that these two great political leaders
– who represent the very real balance of power that exists in the world between the
dualistic principles of Conservative and Liberal, Republican and Democrat – could be
deciding the country’s fate through a simple, one-on-one game that cuts across all
religious, political, racial and economic boundaries. And the winner is the one whose
hand displays the most powerful of three weapons based on the simultaneous choice
of the loser:
Rock-Paper-Scissors
Remember the rules? Paper covers Rock; Scissors cuts through Paper; Rock
crushes Scissors. Children all over the world learn to play some version of this game;
but how many ever realize, even as adults, that their simple exchange of hand
gestures could be symbolizing the interaction of triune universal powers:
Body-Mind-Spirit
Mind covers Body; Spirit cuts through Mind; Body crushes Spirit. Amazing!
You may have often noted that throughout this book, sentences have been
constructed around dualistic oppositions. Like everything else, this is no accident.
I’m sure by now you’ve gotten the reason why.
We exist in an oppositional
environment, and we constantly express these oppositions verbally to describe our
interactions with everything and everyone in it. Our interactions occur in different
Spiritual Means (Realms) and Physical Ways (Models), as well as Spiritual Ways
(Paths) and Physical Means (Planes).
Words of positive and negative energy and matter don’t just have a literal
meaning. They begin as figuratively symbolic spiritual and physical substance and
form; and the words cleverly imbedded in the last two sentences can easily illustrate
this through their quadralities. These are the Spiritual Model’s Spiritual/Physical +
Substance/Form, the Physical Model’s Positive/Negative + Energy/Matter, as well as
one that reflect both models, Figurative/Literal + Symbolism/Meaning.
When you open up the layers of meaning within words, you also open up their
energy. Quadralities exist in endless evolution, beginning at the highest levels of the
Spiritual Realm. There, they are neither bound by the Limitation of Time and Space,
nor pledged to the Condition of Energy and Matter – and with neither pledged nor
bound to the Condition or Limitation of the other. However, Man is not so free of
these Conditions or Limitations as God is. The greatest personal challenge God gives
us is to learn how to turn life’s Negatives into Positives. We need to work with our
Limitations as if they were Conditions without any behavioral negativity attached to
them. Then, Problems become Opportunities and Handicaps become Challenges.
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This leads into the examination of what I’d like to call The Paradox of
Simultaneous Processing. We’ve seen how things come into our lives to help us heal,
by mirroring our own issues. But no event occurs solely for our own purpose. There
is always someone or something else involved simultaneously in that process. Only
an unenlightened Ego would believe everything that happens in its life was solely for
its own benefit.
Through the Communication of Souls and the Connection between Hearts, we
come together for spiritual reasons to heal life-issues. Our souls recognize the things
we need to heal in each other’s inner mirror. They include the whys in our lives.
These two knowing Souls then ask their Hearts to emotionally connect the whos
involved; to lovingly extend to each other their Spiritual Essences, manifested in
bodily form as Physical Personalities. Finally, through Compassion and Forgiveness
those whys and whos can find Wisdom and Love.
Thus, the ideological duality of Soul (P) Heart is meant to unite the positive
forces within the Spirit of God for our greatest good. However, there are harmful
negative forces within the Spirit, such as Criticism and Anger, that if not confronted or
left unchecked could literally destroy peoples lives. For instance, what would make
someone have so much anger or hurt so much inside that they would choose taking
another person’s life as the preferred option to easing their inner conflict, and then
jump in front of a moving train rather than deal with the Spiritual or Physical
consequences? It is a sadness that all Humanity has to bear, to listen to daily news
reports of such occurrences.
Wellness (P) Abundance is another multi-faceted duality that exists in the
Physical Model. When considered together ideologically, their energetic opposition
exists to benefit Mankind. However, Wellness and Abundance can come into conflict
in a behavioral balance between Positive and Negative. We may accept that the
pursuit of financial abundance is a valid, worthwhile, and essential force in human
progress; but should the level of health care ever be sacrificed in the name of greater
profit? How do you justify that?
As you continue to explore the words in Figure 2, the balance between them will
open you to the Truth therein energetically contained, all in the context of the Four
Aspects of God: Spiritual, Physical, Positive, and Negative – a.k.a. the Four Powers of
the Universe. (205) For instance, any addict can testify to the power lost when in the
grip of an Addiction. After all, Will-power is the energy you lose when self-expression
is not in accord with Universal Truth. Thus, we must first align our truth with that.
And how we then express our personal truth isn’t only through Words. It’s also, and
more importantly, through Deeds. If you’re speaking your truth but not living by it, in
a sense you’re a fraud. Do you really want to go through life like a spiritual criminal?
We also lose Energy through our Attachments. These are things that mean
more to us than our Goals. They destroy our Motivations, and are the Core Issues
keeping us from moving forward in life. Physical Attachment forms a double negative
with spiritual Addiction. While our Attachments immobilize us, we feel trapped by the
things we can’t resist. Our Addictions corrupt our Dreams. They prevent us from
realizing our Spirit’s true Physical Purpose, which manifests within Mind and Body:
Soul’s primal Desire – Oneness, and Heart’s primal Passion – Being.
The strength to release our Addictions and Attachments so we can get things
done comes from inside us. But, whether you choose to call its Origin the Impersonal
Grace of God or the Personal Power of Man, the Source it flows from is the same.
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Material specialization exists in the Physical Realm, not the Spiritual. Either energy
can help you turn your life around. Together they can be unstoppable.
(In case you were wondering if this meant there were Universal parallels to The
Quadralitic Creations of God on p. 578, it does. Since this is the actual point in the creative
process at which these came to me, I’ll share them with you now:
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THE FOUR QUADRALITIC MANIFESTATIONS OF THE UNIVERSE:
Aspects
Realm/Model // System/Structure
Properties
Substance/Form // Energy/Matter
Powers
Spiritual/Physical // Positive/Negative
Functions
Expand/Contract // Create/Destroy
As a 4x4 grid:
Realm/Model // System/Structure
Substance/Form // Energy/Matter
Spiritual/Physical // Positive/Negative
Expand/Contract // Create/Destroy

You will note two direct connections between the Creations of God and the
Manifestations of the Universe. The Created Aspects of God – Spiritual, Physical, Positive, and
Negative – are the same as the Manifested Powers of the Universe. Thus, through the
dualistic relationship of God’s Aspects and the Universe’s Powers is revealed that God’s
initiating Principles of Intangibility are in horizontal, parallel alignment with the Universe’s
initiating Concepts of Tangibility.
The other connection occurs in the vertical, perpendicular alignment that the
Creations of God and the Manifestations of the Universe have in common – Aspects, Properties,
Powers, and Functions.
As previously promised, to the triune System, Realm, and Model – the manifestation
of 3 dimensions in the Tangible Spiritual Realm – has been added Structure. Structure is the
quadralitic ingredient within System needed for the procreation of 3 spatial dimensions in
the Tangible Physical Realm with the addition of a temporal dimension – Time. Obviously,
the Principle of Intangible Structure – inherent in universal order – is in evidence everywhere
in the Axes, Planes, Grids, and Cubes that lead up to Tangibility; but the Concept of Tangible
Structure can only be actualized through material form. And I think it is quite appropriate
that the Universe’s Functions in the Physical Realm become not just to Create form, but to
Destroy it, as well. This provides insight into the pairing, in the Quadralitic Creations of God,
of the Property of Limitation with the Function of Give. Combined with the Universe’s Power
of Negative, manifestation necessitates the completion of the cycle – Give and Take!)
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Author’s Note: For completeness, The Four Quadralitic Creations of God
have been included out of sequence.

THE FOUR QUADRALITIC CREATIONS OF GOD:
Aspects
Spiritual/Physical // Positive/Negative
Properties
Ideology/Behavior // Condition/Limitation
Powers
Soul/Heart // Mind/Body
Functions
Light/Love // Guide/Give
As a 4x4 Grid:
Spiritual/Physical // Positive/Negative
Ideology/Behavior // Condition/Limitation
Soul/Heart // Mind/Body
Light/Love // Guide/Give
Before leaving this magical 4x4 configuration, consider the names of the Four
Creations as their own quadrality and place them in relation to the terms within the
fourth, illustrating, through the juxtaposition of Vertical and Horizontal, a powerful
Universal Truth:
Aspects/Properties // Powers/Functions
Light/Love // Guide/Give

